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Unresolved Legal Issues Remain a Challenge for 
Mobile
Kowledge@Wharton:  What haven’t I asked you about mobile banking security that is important to know?

Andrea Matwyshyn:  I think that one of the interesting moving targets in this space is the legal target. We have 
a host of unresolved issues that exist from the web that are going to be transferred into this space. I’ve already 
mentioned the problems around end user license agreements. End user license agreements have become 
progressively more draconian, progressively longer, harder to understand and more anti-consumer from a 
consumer’s standpoint.

For example, it’s very common that user agreements now contain a provision that allows a company to 
unilaterally amend the terms of that agreement in its sole discretion – in some cases they say “with or without 
notice to the consumer.” Okay, now maybe I’m not so worried about that in terms of the picture of my cat, but 
when we’re talking about your ability to amend the terms upon which you may or may not be liable for my bank 
account being emptied because of your choices not to implement the highest quality security protocols inside 
your organization – here’s where the rubber’s going to meet the road. 

And so some of these unresolved contract law questions are now going to be layered onto these pre-existing 
banking law concerns about payment systems and what is or is not a bank, what is or is not protected by the 
FDIC, how consumers can obtain resource if their funds go missing. We have those two questions merging in this 
space in a way that will cause regulators to have their ears perk up and think about how to resolve some of these 
challenges.

Consumers tend to assume that some sort of safety net exists for them in digital spaces. That’s generally not 
the case. Contract law is the dominant form of organizing these digital spaces. We haven’t had a successful tort 
regime really emerge in digital spaces. And all of those deficiencies are going to further transfer into the mobile 
space. Now, having consumers lack faith in your product is not a good state of affairs for these companies. So 
companies are walking a line between trying to limit their liability in terms of giving themselves the opportunity to 
grow, to learn, and to not get bankrupted by a single mistake or a single compromise, which is reasonable.

But on the other hand, the concerns of consumers and the safety of their funds, and creating this trusted 
commercial relationship -- those are also valid concerns. And the law has not stepped up to reconcile these pre-
existing challenges. And we’re going to see mobile exacerbate all of these challenges. And eventually we’re going 
to have to have them resolved. Hopefully, it won’t take a large-scale loss of consumer funds by a mobile provider 
to get the attention of the whole space. And although self-regulation has generally not been very successful in the 
privacy space – that’s the general consensus that seems to be emerging. And we see this from, for example the 
White House releasing a Consumer Bill of Privacy Rights within the last couple years.

I am optimistic that the providers will be more sensitive and learn from the perhaps sub-optimal consumer focus 
of predecessors and traditional digital spaces and the mobile providers in these mobile products hopefully will be 
more concerned about the delicate line that they walk between limiting their liability while maintaining consumer 
trust, which is a very important piece of this equation.


